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Miranda Stuart Photography is based near Bristol and operates throughout all the surrounding areas
from the West Midlands and London to Cardiff. The company was founded and run by professional
photographers and man and wife team Miranda and Stuart (hence the name!) They are renowned
for all photographic categories from portraits, bumps and babies to parties, but being hopeless
romantics themselves their speciality is weddings, they have a well deserved reputation as amongst
the very best in wedding photography Bristol and wedding photography Cardiff.  Both Stuart and
Miranda are the utmost professionals, with a wealth of over 20 years experience, each bringing their
own take, creativeness, and panache to your day.

They understand that every couple wants their day to be perfect, so major decisions have to be
made when making choices. Although limitless it is thought that on average a massive 10- 20% of
your total wedding budget will go on photographs! They are passionate about their art and invest
heavily in training and the latest high tech equipment, with over Â£10,000 spent in the last year alone!

There are countless wedding photographers out there but you must ensure you choose the best,
when it comes to wedding photography Bristol, look no further than Miranda Stuart photography.
They have the all important credentials, experience and knowledge but they also have rare qualities
not often apparent they can put a wedding party completely at ease with their friendly and
unobtrusive attitude they are certain to get the best photographs of your special day.

You do not have any second chances to getting these pictures exactly right. This is why we feel we
stand out from the crowd our wedding photography Cardiff  service will liaise with you every step of
the way, offering ideas, advice and support as well as ensuring photographs are exactly what you
are looking for  traditional or contemporary the package is tailored made for you!

We understand that your wedding album is your lasting physical memory of your big day, so for
premiere wedding photography Bristol are 100% committed to providing the most fantastic
photographic memories.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
a Wedding photography Cardiff from mirandastuart.com is an absolute must if you want to make
your special day extra memorable. Our first rate a wedding photography Bristol is so professional
and efficient.
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